
A Level Geography at Knights Templar 

Congratulations! You have made a great choice in deciding to continue studying Geography at Knights Templar. 

The specification is modern and interesting and allows you to investigate in further depth a range of topical issues 

such as the impact of Britain’s EU exit and how we can meet the world’s increasing need for energy without further 

impacting on the environment. 

How is the course structured? 

At A level, unlike GCSE, you will have 2 different teachers- Miss Staines and Mrs Evans will teach the Human Geography 

aspects of the course and Mrs Beckingham will teach the Physical Geography. This allows us to teach to our specialisms 

and make sure you get the best possible lessons as you will need to know each topic area in considerably more detail than 

at GCSE level. You will have 4 or 5 hours with each teacher per fortnight, as well as an extra ‘10th hour’ where you will be 

give work to do independently in preparation for future lessons- this may be exam questions, research or project work.  

What will we study? 

The topics you will study at A Level for Physical and Human Geography are: 

PHYSICAL: 
 

 Water and carbon cycles 

 Coastal systems and landscapes OR Glacial systems and landscapes 

 Hazards 
 
HUMAN: 
 

 Changing Places 

 Global Systems and Governance 

 Population and the Environment 
 
As well as this you will complete a considerable amount of fieldwork and learn to apply statistical and analytical skills to 
the data you collect- this will be assessed as part of your NEA project.   
 
How will it be assessed? 
 
You will have 2 written exams (2 hour 30 mins each) worth 120 marks each which will individually be worth 40% of your a 
Level grade. As well as this, you will complete a 3-4,000 word Non Examined Assessment project which will be based 
around a topic of your choice.  
 

How will it be different to GCSE Geography? 

The main difference between GCSE and A Level is the depth of knowledge you will need about both the topics and the 

case studies for each topic. If you are aiming for the top grades (which you all should be!) you will need to undertake a 

considerable amount of your own research to compliment the information you are given in lessons. However, with this A 

Level also offers you the chance to be surrounded by people with a genuine interest in the subject and be given the 

independence and guidance to help you reach your potential by a team of teachers with a history of excellent results.  

Summer Work 

Do some research into a recent news event which has interested you- it can be ANYTHING as long as it is in some way 

linked to Geography. 

Create a 1 page summary of the different aspects of it/ opinions on it including images and a bibliography of credible 

sources (i.e. not Wikipedia!) showing where you got your information from- this is an important skill you will need to 

develop quickly at A-level. It should be ready to be put up on display for the first lesson in September and is not optional!  

Both papers will have a range 

of questions types including; 

multiple-choice, short answer 

(1/2 a page) and long answer 

(1-2 pages) worth a variety of 

different marks. 


